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Water baths WB / WDB / PB / HDS 
 
Medical device class I 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Appropriation  
 
Type WB:  Warming and tempering of heat packs and bandages in physiotherapy 
 
Type HDS:  Damping of haypacks 
 
Type WDB:  Damping of thermoplastic bandages 
 
Type PB: Warming and tempering of paraffin or fango-paraffin 
 
Equipment 
- Housing made of stainless steel with structured surface 
- Top lid with handle bar in red, blue, green, yellow or black 
- Gas spring (except WB 4-30) 
- Energy saving insulation 
- Electronic temperature control with digital temperature display (except WB 4-30) 
- WB 4-30 with thermostatic temperature control, no temperature display 
- Temperature measurement in the water 
- Silicone heating element with large surface for a fast and consistent heating process 
- Power On indicator lamp 
- Heating indicator lamp 
- Water outlet on the front side, ball valve ½“  
- Stainless steel insert grid  
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Optional Accessory 
 
Mobile steel rack, consisting of 
- Powder coated steel frame 
- Four castor rolls (two of which are lockable) 
- Four support points for the water bath 
- Stainless steel storage shelf 

 
 
 

Device 
Number of 
heat packs 

Heating 
capacity 

Outside 
dimensions 

mm 
L x W x H 

Inside 
dimensions 

mm 
L x W x H 

Equipment 

WB 4-30/4 5 900 W 575x365x370 500x300x200 
Insert grid, 
ball valve 

WB 5-30/4 5 900 W 575x365x355 500x300x200 
Insert grid, ball valve, gas 
spring, insulated top lid  

WB 6-50/4 8 1500 W 675x470x385 590x400x200 
Insert grid with 3 register bars, 

ball valve, gas spring,  
insulated top lid 

WB 8-90/4 12 1500 W 725x470x490 645x400x320 
Insert grid with 4 register bars, 

ball valve, gas spring,  
insulated top lid 

WB 16-130/4 18 1500 W 775x490x515 695x420x340 
Insert grid with 7 register bars, 

ball valve, gas spring,  
insulated top lid 

WDB 1/4 Thermoplastics 1500 W 770x430x370 685x360x185 
Insert grid, ball valve,  

gas spring, insulated top lid 

WDB 2/4 Thermoplastics 900 W 570x420x280 485x350x130 
Insert grid, ball valve,  

gas spring, insulated top lid 

WDB 5/4 Thermoplastics 3000 W 775x620x375 695x550x200 
Insert grid, ball valve,  

gas spring, insulated top lid 

WB 6-100/4 Thermoplastics 1500 W 675x470x250 590x400x100 
Insert grid, ball valve,  

gas spring, insulated top lid 

HDS 5-30/4 Haypacks 900 W 575x365x355 500x300x200 
Insert grid, ball valve,  

gas spring, insulated top lid 

HDS 6-50/4 Haypacks 1500 W 675x470x385 600x400x200 
Insert grid with 3 register bars, 

ball valve, gas spring,  
insulated top lid 

HDS 8-90/4 Haypacks 1500 W 725x470x490 645x400x320 
Insert grid with 4 register bars, 

ball valve, gas spring,  
insulated top lid 

HDS 16-130/4 Haypacks 1500 W 775x490x515 695x420x340 
Insert grid with 7 register bars, 

ball valve, gas spring,  
insulated top lid 

PB 5-30/4 
Paraffin, 

Fango-paraffin 
900 W 575x365x355 500x300x200 

Paraffin container 10 l,  
ball valve, gas spring, 

insulated top lid 

PB 6-50/4 
Paraffin, 

Fango-paraffin 
1500 W 675x470x385 590x400x200 

Paraffin container 20 l,  
ball valve, gas spring, 

insulated top lid 
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